
 

Class code HIST-UA9176 (001) 

Instructor Details 
 
Milada Polišenská 
 
milada.polisenska@aauni.edu 
 
Work: 257 530 202 
 
Mobile: 728 057 555 
 
Anglo-American University (AAU), 11800 Prague 1-Malá Strana, Lázeňská 2 
Office hours   (NYU):  Thursday  13:20-14:00 
Office  hours  (AAU):  Thursday  17:00-18:00 
 

Class Details 
 
History of Nationalism in Central and Eastern Europe  
 
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 12:00 to 13:20 
 
Location to be confirmed.  
 

Prerequisites 
 
None 
 

Class Description 
 
The introductory section of this course covers the theory of nationalism, the development 

of  nationalism studies as an  academic discipline  and the  preconditions of nationalism.  

The main focus of the course will be on  nationalism in  the former Yugoslavia including the 

country‘s break-up and the civil war in the Balkans, and on nationalism  in Ukraine,  Russia,  

Poland and Hungary. The last part of the course looks at nationalism in the former  

Czechoslovakia, present-day  Czech Republic and Slovakia.  

 We will examine the main sources of nationalism and pillars of national identity in each of 

these countries,  how a romantic picture  of national history influenced the development of 

national identity,  and what role  the  interpretation of national  history  has on political  

struggles and programs  of Central and East European nations.  Major nationalist campaigns, 

atrocities, arguments and leaders  will be examined  as examples. 

Comparative histories of the formation of modern national identities, including the ‘national 

awakening’ of non-dominant nations, will be interpreted against the backdrop of national 

policies of multi-ethnic states, national programs and leaders. The major focus of the course 

will be oriented toward topics surrounding post-WWI Central and Eastern Europe, Nazism 

mailto:milada.polisenska@aauni.edu


and Communism.  

 
 
The basic format of the course is lectures with power-point presentations, supplemented by 
several guest speakers during the semester.  The course includes 4-6 field trips  to Prague 
museums, historical sites and exhibitions related to nationalism issues.   
 

Desired Outcomes 
 
After completion of this course, students should be able to apply a theory of nationalism to 

its various manifestations.  They will  acquire a  survey knowledge of national histories  in 

the examined region,  will  have a solid understanding of main sources   of nationalism in 

Central and Eastern Europe, and  will have skills to examine  specific examples of this 

phenomena  in modern and contemporary  Central and Eastern Europe.  

 

Assessment 

Components 

 
Class participation/active attendance:    25% maximum 
3 short assignments (1-1,5 pages):  5 % each  assignment maximum, total 15 %  
maximum 
Mid-term: 25 % maximum 
Final written test (7-10 typed  pages take- home  or 4-5 handwritten pages in class): 35 %  
 
The final  take -home paper  must  have a clearly defined research question that is 
answered. A standard Academic format of bibliography (preferably Chicago  Documentary 
Note/Humanities Style) is  required. The topic of the take-home paper must  be approved by 
the instructor.  
The study guidelines for the in-class finals will be given two weeks in advance.  

Failure to submit or fulfill any required course component results in failure of the class.  

 

Assessment 

Expectations 

Grade A:  Excellent performance. The student has shown originality and displayed an 
exceptional grasp of the material and a deep analytical understanding of the subject. 

Grade B:  Good performance. The student has mastered the material, understands the 
subject well and has shown some originality of thought and/or considerable effort. 

Grade C:  Satisfactory performance. The student has acquired an acceptable understanding 
of the material and essential subject matter of the course, but has not succeeded in 
translating this understanding into consistently creative or original work.   

Grade D: Poor. The student has shown some understanding of the material and subject 
matter covered during the course.  Minimum Passing  Grade.  

Grade F:  Fail. The student has not succeeded in mastering the subject matter covered in 
the course. 



Grade conversion 

 

 

 

 

Letter Grade Percentage  

A 93 – 100 

A- 90 – 92.99 

B+ 87 – 89.99 

B 83 – 86.99 

B- 80 – 82.99 

C+ 77 – 79.99 

C 73 – 76.99 

C- 70 – 72.99 

D+ 67 – 69.99 

D 60 – 66.99 

F 0 – 59.99 

Grading Policy 
 

The instructor observes the NYU grading policy and the students should act 

correspondingly.  

The students  will be kept informed about their  assessment   during  the course  and they 

can always ask the instructor about their standing.   

Make-up classes will be arranged  when needed.  

Incomplete grade as a temporary grade  is  not excluded under serious circumstances 

beyond a control of the student (illness, necessary absence)  and can be given after prior 

consultation of the instructor with the NYU Prague  Administration.  

A change of grade  application has to be supported by reliable and well grounded arguments 

on an error in grading, calculation or transcription, which should be submitted to the 

instructor and will be processed in cooperation of the instructor with the NYU Prague 

Administration  

 

Grades for mid-terms and assessment of  other assignments   will be given to the students 

no later than in one week after the work has been submitted. The final tests and the final 

grades will be submitted by the instructors  electronically on-line  grading system Albert.  

 

Attendance Policy 
Each unexcused absences will result in your final grade being reduced by 3%. Absences only 

for medical reasons will be excused. To obtain an excused absence, you are obliged to 

supply either a doctor’s note or corroboration of your illness by a member of the housing 

staff (either an RA or a Building Manager). Absences due to travel will not be excused. 

 

  



Late Submission of 

Work 

 

 

Students  should always turn in the work even if it is incomplete or late. There will be a 

penalty of one half of a letter grade for each day for  an unexcused late submission.  

 

Plagiarism Policy 
According to the Liberal Studies Program Student Handbook, plagiarism is defined as 

follows: 

Plagiarism is presenting someone else’s work as though it were one’s own. More 

specifically plagiarism is to present as one’s own a sequence of words quoted without 

quotation marks from another writer, a paraphrased passage from another writer’s work; 

facts or ideas gathered, organized and reported by someone else, orally and/or in writing. 

Since plagiarism is a matter of fact, not of the student’s intention, it is crucial that 

acknowledgment of the sources be accurate and complete. Even where there is no 

conscious intention to deceive, the failure to make appropriate acknowledgment 

constitutes plagiarism. 

 

The College of Arts and Science’s Academic Handbook defines plagiarism similarly and also 

specifies the following: 

“presenting an oral report drawn without attribution from other sources (oral or written), 

writing a paragraph which, despite being in different words, expresses someone else’s 

idea without a reference to the source of the idea, or submitting essentially the same 

paper in two different courses (unless both teachers have given their permission in 

advance). 

Receiving help on a take-home examination or quiz is also cheating – and so is giving that 

help – unless expressly permitted by the teacher (as in collaborative projects). While all 

this looks like a lot to remember, all you need to do is give credit where it is due, take 

credit only for original ideas, and ask your teacher or advisor when in doubt.”43 

“Penalties for plagiarism range from failure for a paper, failure for the course or dismissal 

from the university.” (Liberal Studies Program Student Handbook) 

Required Text(s) 
 

Agnew, Hugh LeCaine (1993): Origins of the Czech National Renascence. Pittsburgh: 

University    of Pittsburgh Press. ISBN 0822985497, 978082298549 

Alter, Peter (1994). Nationalism. Edward Arnold. ISBN 0340600616, 9780340600610 

Gellner, Ernest (1992). Nations and   Nationalism. Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press. 

Hobsbawm, E.J.(1997). Nations and Nationalism since 1780. Programme, Myth, Reality.  2nd  
edition, Cambridge University Press.  ISBN 0801492637 
 
Mazower, Mark (2002): The Balkans. A Short History.  Phoenix Press.  ISBN-13: 978-



1842125441 

Polišenská, Milada (2012): Nationalism in Central and Eastern Europe. Study guide for the 

course. New York University in Prague. 

Prizel, Ilya. (1998): National Identity and Foreign Policy: Nationalism and Leadership in 
Poland, Russia and Ukraine (Cambridge Russian, Soviet and Post-Soviet Studies). 
ISBN-10: 0521576970 | ISBN-13: 978-0521576970 

Anita Shelton(1995): The Poles and the Search for a National Homeland. In Eastern 

European Nationalism in the 20th Century, edited by Peter F. Sugar, 243-273.  The American 

University Press, 1995. ISBN 187938339 

Leff Skalnik, Carol. Czech and Slovak Nationalism in the Twentieth Century. In Eastern 

European Nationalism in the 20th Century, edited by Peter F. Sugar, 103-163.  The American 

University Press, 1995. ISBN 187938339 

The reader for the course (NYU Library) 

 
 

Supplemental 

Texts(s) (not 

required to 

purchase as  copies 

are in NYUP 

Library) 

 

Anderson, Benedict  R.O’.G. (1990).  Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and 

Spread of Nationalism. London, New York: Verso. 

Hroch, Miroslav (2000):  In the national interest : demands and goals of European national 

movements of the nineteenth century: a comparative perspective. Prague, Charles 

University. 

Igor,Lukes (199 ):  Czechoslovakia between Stalin and Hitler : the diplomacy of  dvard Beneš 

in the 1930s. New York : Oxford University Press. 

Polišenský, Josef (1991): History of Czechoslovakia in Outline. Prague, Bohemia 

International.  

It is expected that the student will read   70-100 pages of   academic text and sources per 

week. 

 

Internet Research  

Guidelines 

 

Following internet resources will be used  by the course:  
The website of the Nationalism Project http://www.nationalismproject.org/what.htm  

H-NET/H-Nationalism.  Humanities and Social Sciences Online. http://www.h-net.org 

Other  lists on H-NET related to the focus of the course, mainly HABSBURG, H-Russia and H-
Poland  

http://stathis.research.yale.edu/documents/Bosnia.pdf 

http://www.ohr.int/dpa/default.asp?content_id=368 ; 

http://www.amazon.com/National-Identity-Foreign-Policy-Nationalism/dp/0521576970/ref=la_B001H9PYEK_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1342716608&sr=1-1
http://www.amazon.com/National-Identity-Foreign-Policy-Nationalism/dp/0521576970/ref=la_B001H9PYEK_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1342716608&sr=1-1
http://www.nationalismproject.org/what.htm
http://www.h-net.org/
http://stathis.research.yale.edu/documents/Bosnia.pdf
http://www.ohr.int/dpa/default.asp?content_id=368


Additional 

Required 

Equipment  

 

None  
 

Session 1 

 

Tuesday, 

September 4 

 
Nationalism as a subject of scholarly examination. Theories, definitions and categories. 

Typology of nationalism. 

Reading: Reader: Chapter 1, 1-65 (Alter, P.: Nationalism,  1-119).  

 

Session 2 

 

Thursday, 

September 6 

 
Nationalism on   the territory of former Yugoslavia in past and present 

Reading:  NYU library: Mazower, Mark: The Balkans: A Short History. 

The reading has to be done in two weeks from September 6.  
 
 

Session 3 

 

Tuesdsay, 

September 11 

 
Nationalism on   the territory of former Yugoslavia in past and present 

Reading:  Stathis N. Kalyvas and Nicholas Sambanis.  Bosnia’s Civil War. Origins and Violence 

Dynamics. http://stathis.research.yale.edu/documents/Bosnia.pdf 

The reading has to be done in one week from September 11.  
 
1st short  home assignment on civil war in Bosnia and Herzegovina will be given. Deadline:  
September 18.  
 

Session 4 

 

Thursday, 

September 13 

 
Nationalism on   the territory of former Yugoslavia in past and present; 

Reading:  Dayton Peace Agreement: http://www.ohr.int/dpa/default.asp?content_id=368 ; 

web of International Criminal Tribunal for Former Yugoslavia: http://www.icty.org/. 

The reading has to be done  in one week.  
 

Session 5 

 

Tuesday,  

September 18 

 
Nationalism on   the territory of former Yugoslavia in past and present. 

 
Panel in class in war in former Yugoslavia.  
Discussion, guests.  
 

Session 6 

 

Thursday, 

September 20 

 
Nationalism in Ukraine 

Reading: Reader: Chapter 6, 144-179 (Ilya Prizel, National Identity and Foreign policy, 300-

371) and reading  provided by the instructor in class. 

Deadline for the reading: next class  

http://stathis.research.yale.edu/documents/Bosnia.pdf
http://www.ohr.int/dpa/default.asp?content_id=368


 
 

Session 7 

 

Tuesday,  

September 25 

 
Nationalism in Ukraine and  in Belarus  

Guest speaker  
 

Session 8 

 

Thursdsay, 

September 27 

 
 Visit of Mucha Museum,  Panska 7, Prague 1-Nové Město  

 
 
 
 

Session 9 

 

Tuesday, 

October 2 

 
Nationalism in Russia 

Reading: NYU library: Prizel, I.  National Identity and Foreign policy. Nationalism and 

Leadership in Poland, Russia and Ukraine. Chapter on Russia.  

Materials provided by the instructor in class 

Deadline for the reading: next class. It is recommended to start reading on Russia in 
advance.  
 
 

Session 10 

 

Thursday, 

October 4 

 
Nationalism in Russia 

Lecture supplemented by a brain storming on current  issues of Russian national policies 
and Russian national identity.  
 
 

Session 11 

 

Friday, 

October 5 

( make-up for 

Tuesday 

classes) 

 
Nationalism in Poland. 

Reading:  

NYU library: Prizel, I.  National Identity and Foreign policy. Nationalism and Leadership in 

Poland, Russia and Ukraine.Chapter on Poland.  

Anita Shelton. The Poles and the Search for a National Homeland. In Eastern European 

Nationalism in the 20th Century, edited by Peter F. Sugar, 243-273.  The American University 

Press, 1995.  

Deadline for the reading:  October 11 
 
2nd Short assignment:  see a movie (on DVD from NYU Library or other) with a strong Central 
or East European nationalist idea  and to write a 1-2 essay on it, examining  it.  
 



Session 12 

 

Tuesday, 

October 9 

 
Nationalism in Poland. 

Reading:  

Reading  from October 5 continues.  

Study guidelines for the mid-term  will be available in class  

 

Session 13 

 

Thursday, 

October 11 

 
Visit of a historical site in Prague, preferably Betlehem Chapel pending  hours for visitors.  

 
 
 

Session 14 

Tuesday, 

October 16 

 
Mid-term  in class  
 
 
 
 

Session 15 

 

Thursday, 

October 18 

 
Nationalism in Hungary  

Reading:  Frank, Tibor  (1995):Nation, National Minorities, and Nationalism in Twentieth 

Century Hungary. In Eastern European Nationalism in the 20th Century, edited by Peter F. 

Sugar, 205-243.  The American University Press.  

 
 
Deadline for the reading: next class  
 

Fall Break 

 

October 22-26 

 

 

Session 16 

 

Tuesday,  

October 30 

 
Nationalism in Hungary. 
Reading:  Materials provided in class.  

Deadline for the reading: next class  

 
 

Session 17 

 

Thursday, 

 
 
Nationalism in Hungary. Guest speaker.  
 



November 1 Reading:  Start to read on Czech nationalism is recommended  

Session 18 

 

Tuesday, 

November 6 

 
Czech Nationalism.  

Reading: 

NYU Library: Agnew, Hugh LeCaine. Origins of the Czech National Renascence. Pittsburgh: 

University of  Pittsburgh Press: 1993. 

Deadline for  reading the whole book:  November 13 
 
 
 

Session 19 

 

Thursday, 

November 8 

 
Czech  Nationalism. 

Continuation of the reading from November 6.  

Session 20 

 

Friday, 

November 9 

( make-up for 

Thursday 

classes) 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Visit of a historical site: Vyšehrad  
 

Session 21 

 

Tuesday, 

November 13 

 
Czech  and Slovak Nationalism. 

Reading: 

Leff Skalnik, Carol. Czech and Slovak Nationalism in the Twentieth Century. In Eastern 

European Nationalism in the 20th Century, edited by Peter F. Sugar, 103-163.  The American 

University Press, 1995. 

Additional materials provided in class.  

 

Session 22 

 

Thursday, 

November 15 

 
 

Czech and Slovak Nationalism 

Reading: 

Reader: Chapter 5, 131 - 143 ( Agnew, H.: Noble Natio and Modern Czech Nation, Austrian 

History Yearbook 23 (1992): 50-71).  



3rd short assignment: questionnaire  

Session 23 

 

Tuesday, 

November 20 

 
Nationalism  in Czechoslovakia and Czech Republic  and Slovak  Republic  

Reading: Polišenská, Milada:  Division of Czechoslovakia (study material). 

Deadline for the reading: next class  
 

Session 24 

 

Thursday, 

November 22 

 
Visit of a historical site: preferably of the Church of Cyril and Methodius  

Session 25 

 

Tuesday, 

November 27 

 
Manifestations of Nationalism  in Czech Republic  and Slovak  Republic   today  
Reading: materials provided in class 

 

Session 26 

 

Thursday, 

November 29 

 
Manifestations of Nationalism  in Czech Republic  and Slovak  Republic   today 
Guest speaker  
 

Session 27 

 

Tuesday, 

December 4 

 
 
 
Nationalism  and xenophobia in Visegrád-4  countries today.   
Panel discussion in class 
 
 
 

Session 28 

 

Thursday, 

December 6 

Visit: Mucha: Slavic Epic in the  National Gallery  

Session 29 

 

Tuesday, 

December 11 

 
Review  of the course for the finals,  summary of the course, discussion. 
[Click and enter essay deadlines/work due]  
 
[Click and enter co-curricular activities, etc.]  

Session 30 

 

Thursday, 

 
Format of finals ( take home paper or in-class test)  will be decided in the week after the 
mid-terms. 
 
Finals  



December 13  
 

Classroom 

Etiquette 

 
Even if the atmosphere in class should be open, friendly and  informal, certain  basic  
etiquette  is necessary for the effective work of  both instructor and students.  It is expected 
that the students will be in class on time and prepared for the session. Students should not 
leave the classroom without a serious reason and should not stay outside longer than 
necessary.  
Students should not eat in class and their mobile phones should be switched off.  Even if the 
instructor provided the students her mobile phone number,  students should not misuse it     
and call the instructor only in very urgent situations. 

 

Required Co-

curricular Activities 

 
Students are  required to participate at trips and other activities organized by the NYU if 
they are related to  Central European area. Particularly important are visits of Bratislava, 
Budapest, Cracow and other important locations, and lectures  and panels in NYU, such as 
Gellner Seminars.  
 

Suggested Co-

curricular Activities 

 
Suggested other activities will be recommended during the semester. The students should 
also note that the visits to  historical sites may be slightly  rescheduled pending the  opening 
hours of the monuments, and therefore  a certain flexibility is necessary. All information 
about the visits will be provided in advance.  
 

 


